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Offered as a Contribution to Our 
Understanding of How we Learn

•  With the development of functional x-ray free 
electron lasers, FELs are now understood to 
represent key new tools for our understanding of 
matter at the atomic scale

•  But how did we get to this point in the 
development of our understanding ?

•  And if past is prologue, what further discoveries 
may lie before us ?



Stages of the Process
•  Creation of a “learning environment”
•  Impact of paradigm shifts and the creative destruction of 

old concepts
•  Picking up the pieces to adapt to the new order of scientific 

thought
•  Devising the technologies required for proof of principle 

experiments
•  Role of initial experimental data in promoting new and 

sometimes unexpected understandings
•  Refinement of physical models and supporting 

technologies
•  Critical assessment of physical models suggest need for 

new paradigm shifts 



The Learning Environment circa 1950 in 
Northern New Jersey

•  The epoch from 1920 through 1950 had seen the 
widespread application of basic electron beam technology 
in almost all aspects of every day life and industry 

•  In addition, the epoch from 1936 - 1950 had seen 
breakthroughs in both the concepts and development of 
radical new electron beam-based sources of 
electromagnetic radiation 

•  Every-day life in the Silicon Valley of those years (the 
northeast corridor from Philadelphia to Boston) was 
permeated by the multiple roles of friends and family 
members in these enterprises



The Madey Brothers with Princeton Staff Member and 
Technology Mentor Howard Schrader

Insert photo from Firestone Laboratory



Other Environmental Influences
•  Family interest in radio and electronics
•  Circle of family business acquaintances including 

scientists and engineers from the nearby Bell 
Labs, patent attorneys, etc

•  Easy access to the dumpsters of local microwave 
manufacturers and to “Radio Row” in NYC 

•  Easy access to local universities (Princeton, 
Columbia, Newark College of Engineering

•  Widespread remnants of Edison’s research and 
manufacturing empire



The Emergence of Lasers and the Creative 
Destruction of Vacuum Electronics

•  By 1950, further advances into the THz and optical regions 
seemed remote on fundamental grounds (coupling of 
ebeams to surrounding circuit elements, cathode current 
densities)

•  Schawlow and Townes’ descriptions of masers and lasers 
coupled with the new understanding of the Gaussian 
eigenmodes of free space offered a new approach to high 
frequency operation that was not constrained by the 
established limits to the capabilities of electron tubes



Disappearance of Academic and 
Research Opportunities

•  With the development of the transistor by Schockley and 
Bardeen at Bell Labs and the demonstration of the first 
functional optical laser by Maiman, further work on 
vacuum electronic radiation sources came to a rapid halt

•  Reflecting these developments, the Stanford Applied 
Physics and Engineering Departments shifted their focus 
from “vacuum state” microwave electronics to solid state 
physics and lasers in the early 1960’s

•  There was thus no place left in 1965 at which I could 
pursue studies of the physics and technology of advanced 
vacuum electronic radiation sources



Why had Electron Devices Suddenly 
Become Obsolete ??  

•  What distinguished the new lasers from the prior 
electron beam based sources ?

  - amplification in lasers followed from the rate 
equations for emission and absorption and 
Einstein’s discovery of stimulated emission

  - the transition rates of the quantum systems 
considered by Schawlow and Townes were all 
independent of phase

  - the discovery of the Gaussian eigenmodes of free 
space provided an alternative to the coupled “slow 
wave structures” of the prior electron devices



Was there a Free Electron Radiation Mechanism 
that Could Fulfill these Conditions?

•  All the prior vacuum electronic radiation 
sources had relied on the “bunching” that 
evolved as a consequence of the electrons 
motion in phase space

•  What was needed was a radiation 
mechanism in which the probabilities for 
radiation and absorption were independent 
of phase



Compton Scattering Appeared as 
the Most Promising Candidate

•  Assuming energy eigenstates for the initial 
electron and optical fields, neither the phase of the 
electrons or the optical field could be specified due 
to the uncertainty principle

•  The methods of quantum electrodynamics for 
analysis of the transition rates per mode for this 
case were well known

•  The finite momentum of the scattered quanta 
shifted the wavelengths for emission and 
absorption via the Compton effect



The Cosmic Black Body 
Radiation Existence Proof

•  Dreicer’s analysis of the role played by 
stimulated Compton scattering in the 
thermalization of the cosmic fireball lent 
confidence to the existence of the effect

•  But did this mean that we would have to re-
create the conditions that prevailed in the 
early universe to demonstrate the effect in 
the Laboratory ?? 



WMAP Measurements of Thermalized 
Cosmic Black Body Radiation



What May Have Been Straightforward in the 
Early Universe Would Not be Easy in the Lab

•  The Compton scattering cross section is 
proportional to r0

2 ~ 10-26 cm2

•  Unprecedented photon and electron beam 
densities are required to achieve transition 
rates relevant to laboratory experiments



Solving the Transition Rate 
Problem (1) 

•  Use of relativistic electrons, whose scattered radiation is 
confined to a 1/gamma cone in the forward direction, 
drastically reducing the number of modes into which that 
radiation was emitted

•  Use of Compton backscattering from a relativistic electron 
beam would also make the laser completely tunable !!

•  Relativistic electrons can also not tell the difference 
between real and virtual incident photons, permitting the 
substitution of a strong, periodic transverse magnetic field 
for the usual counter-propagating real photon beam  



Solving the Transition Rate 
Problem (2) 

•  But there was no easy fix available to increase the 
volume density of the participating electrons to the 
level required to yield measurable (and ultimately 
useful) amplification factors 

•  So the key technical step in the laboratory 
demonstration of the proposed effect was the 
development of new means to generate the 
unprecedented high peak current, low energy 
spread and low angular divergence electron beams 
required to generate useable transition rates



Pioneering Steps in Achieving the High Peak 
Currents Required for Laboratory Experiments

•  Development of fast (nanosecond) pulsed dc 
electron guns to achieve ampere level peak 
currents for the first demonstrations of laser 
amplification at Stanford

•  Development of thermionic microwave guns at 
Stanford to achieve the 40 amp peak currents 
required for useful infrared FEL oscillators

•  Development of photoemissive microwave guns at 
Stanford to achieve the 125 amp peak currents 
required for the first high gain FEL system 



Key role of Non-linear Magnetic Bunching in 
the Operation of Microwave Guns (1)

 Cavity Transit time vs.Momentum 
S-band gun cavity assembly



Key role of Non-linear Magnetic Bunching in 
the Operation of Microwave Guns (2)

Net Transit time vs. MomentumGun system including Alpha 
    magnet and drift tubes



High Rep Rate of S-Band Microwave Guns 
Enabled 100+ mJ Microsecond Pulses



Pulsed-mode Operation Enables New Surgical Procedures !

(The FEL used by Vanderbilt was a clone of the Stanford MkIII System including its microwave electron gun)



Key role of Necessity
•  Limited funds for new device development made 

it impossible to pursue conventional approaches to 
high peak current ebeam sources

•  The thermionic and photoemissive microwave gun 
concepts were high risk ventures that could only 
be justified by their low cost

•  The project had the advantage of access to both 
the junkyard of accelerator equipment that had 
been accumulated in Stanford’s W. W. Hansen 
Laboratories over the prior 25 years and the 
advanced new superconducting accelerator being 
developed to replace that earlier equipment



Basis of Amplification (as per Dreicer’s 
analysis of Cosmic Black Body Radiation)



Amplifier Experiment Setup



Winding the Superconducting Helix



Gain Measured in Amplifier 
Experiment Exactly Matches Theory



Output Power 
of First FEL 
Oscillator
Experiment 
(1977)



Observation of First Light



Stanford Laser Photocathode Microwave Gun 
Enables 150% gain/pass in 1988

FEL power output vs. time in the 1988 
demonstration of the operation of the 
Stanford microwave gun in the photo-
emissive mode



So by 1989, we could claim that 
we had successfully replicated in 
the Laboratory a basic physical 
mechanism that had last been 

operational in the Universe 13.6 
billion years ago - and 

demonstrated a new laser 
technology in the process



Implications of First Experiments
•  Successful free-electron based light sources can be 

developed along the the lines described by Einstein, 
Schawlow and Townes based solely on transition rates

•  The confinement of the emitted Compton photons to the 
forward 1/gamma cone resolved the  fundamental limits to 
the operation of atomic and molecular lasers at x-ray 
wavelengths described by Schawlow and Townes 

•  The gain lineshape revealed by the amplifier experiments 
implied the existence of refractive guiding enhancing the 
prospects for  high gain FEL systems

•  The demonstration of effective high peak current, low 
emittance microwave electron guns established this 
approach as a candidate for the production of the even 
higher currents required for x-ray FELs



Re-Emergence of Role of Phase 
in the Limit of Strong Signals

•  The analysis of strong field FEL operation re-
established the  key role of electron phase space 
dynamics (Bill Colson)

•  The resultant analysis of the electrons’ phase 
space dynamics reveal several additional strong-
field amplification modes

•  Emergence of unexpected power and phase-
related applications

•  Phase selective amplification and emission proved 
effective in generation of squeezed state light



Experimental Demonstration of Laser 
Operation + Strong Signal Theory 

Generate Widespread Interest

(Plus fifteen more)



For us, the Concept of Phase Also Lead 
to Several Other Kinds of Interactions

•  Phase-independent amplification via the “phase 
displacement” principle

•  Amplitude squeezing via phase-selective 
interactions with the quantum zero-point 
fluctuations

•  Role of boundary conditions in attaining near-
perfect phase coherence and the first indications of 
the presence of advanced interactions



Phase Displacement Principle Yields 
Phase-Independent Amplification !!



Key Role of Phase in Amplitude 
Squeezing of Coherent Harmonics 



Measured Intensity Fluctuations are sub-Poisson



Tightly Bunched Beams Emit and Amplify 
Harmonic Radiation in Quadrature



Amplitude Squeezing is a Strong Signal Effect

Amplification of the 
randomly fluctuating “zero 
point noise sidebands” 
responsible for phase 
fluctuations reduces the 
amplitude of the sidebands 
responsible for amplitude 
fluctuations generating an 
“amplitude squeezed state”

from Caves, Braginsky 
and Thorne, etc



Near-Absolute Phase Coherence 
Attainable by Modification of 

Boundary Conditions, but by What 
Mechanism ??



Michelson Interferometer Fox-Smith Interferometer

Reference: Eric B. Szarmes, "Birefringent beam splitter for intracavity mode selection in high-power multimirror lasers,”
Appl. Optics, vol. 33, pp. 6953-6964, 1994.
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Spectral and Spatial Mode Quality of the MKIII FEL

CCD Image 

Thermal Image 

Measured Dye Laser Multi-Mode Spectrum 

Measured FEL Single-Mode Spectrum 

Distorted beam profile 
(non-uniform color) 

Symmetric beam profile 
(uniform color) 



Phase Coherent Optical Pulse Trains 
Create New Opportunities for High 

Field Research and Applications ���
•  Phase coherent pulses can be efficiently stacked in 

optical storage cavities
•  The stored pulses can be brought to a diffraction-

limited microfocus through use of a near-confocal 
cavity geometry to achieve unprecedented, 
sustained optical power densities

•  Estimates of the limits imposed by thermal 
distortion suggest that systems operating at stored 
optical energies of the order of 1 Joule can 
practically be realized



Phase Coherent Pulse Trains + Novel 
Cavity Designs Enable  Storage of 

Unprecedented Peak Powers



“Optical Undulators” for Inverse- 
Compton X-Ray Sources

The ability to generate GHz rep rate 
circulating optical pulses with peak 
powers consistent with thermal loading 
at normalized vector potentials as 
large as 0.1 creates the opportunity for 
high average scattering rates IF the 
rep rate of the optical pulses can be 
matched by the rep rate of the counter-
propagating electron bunches 



Ultraviolet and X-Ray FEL Operation
•  Schalow and Townes demonstrated in their paper that X-

Ray lasers were probably impossible, but…. 
•  Their arguments do not apply to lasing by lasing media 

moving at relativistic velocities, further
•  The possibilities for guided mode propagation were 

suggested by the earliest experiments at Stanford, even if 
the required electron currents would still be a challenge

•  The multiple analyses and experiments in the 20 years that 
followed the Stanford experiments established the full 
details of coupled mode propagation in high gain FELs

•  The parallel refinement of microwave gun and ebeam 
transport systems have enabled the generation of the very 
high peak current, very high quality electron beams 
required for operation at X-ray wavelengths



Past as Prologue 
•  A critical review of the simple long-

accepted physics of coherent emission has 
revealed a fundamental flaw in the long-
accepted “retarded only” model of 
macroscopic classical electrodynamics

•  The  “retarded only” formulation of 
electrodynamics  does not provide the fields 
needed to satisfy Maxwell’s equations !!



Recent Paper by Niknejadi Establishes:
•  The electric fields acting on pairs of oscillating 

particles must vary with the particles’ spacings as 
required to satisfy “Maxwell’s energy integral”

•  The fields calculated using Sommerfeld’s 
“retarded only” formulation of electrodynamics do 
not pass this test

•  The fields calculated using Wheeler and 
Feynman’s time-symmetric formulation of 
electrodynamics exactly satisfy this test





Sommerfeld’s Retarded Fields Fail Niknejadi’s Test !



What could this mean (1) ?
•  Maybe no surprise: Wheeler and Feynman’s time 

symmetry has long been assumed to govern the 
interaction of elementary particles at the micro 
scale, so why not the macro scale ??

•  Niknejadi’s test should apply equally at the micro 
scale of elementary particle interactions and the 
macro scale of optical and radio wavelengths

•   According to Niknejadi et al, the advanced fields 
of interacting currents should thus be measurable 
in the near-field regions of these currents 
including radio and microwave antennas



What could this mean (2) ?

•  The advanced fields attributable to interacting 
charges and currents could significantly clarify our 
understanding of the interactions of radiating 
charges and their environment

•  As pointed out by Niknejadi, designers of new 
FEL light sources could have a new means 
available to optimize coherence of the source by 
optimizing the spectral dispersion of the target



Possible Use of “Resonant Mirrors” to 
Enhance the Coherence of SASE FELs



What could this mean (4)?

•  If validated by experiment, the interactions 
attributable to time symmetry could be seen as the 
manifestation of Mach’s principle in 
electrodynamics on the cosmic, as well as the 
laboratory scale

•  The advanced interactions implicit in 
Schroedinger’s equation have also been identified 
by Cramer as providing an alternate and objective 
explanation of the experiments demonstrating 
“backwards causation” and entanglement in 
quantum mechanics 



Conclusions: Learning about Learning
•  Revising Feynman’s dictum “You can’t learn 

anything unless you know it already” (only works 
for classroom instruction,  not for discovery)

•  Curiosity and preparation are key
•  Seemingly adverse circumstances can stimulate 

the intellectual and practical aspects of innovation
•  While learning is incremental, each step into the 

unknown can have far-reaching consequences
•  Theories may be the precursor of all of our 

concepts, but only an experiment can validate our 
understanding of physical reality

•  We have in our time only scratched the surface of 
what remains to be learned about the Universe
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